
Art is Anything You Can Get Away With

Martin Cole lit a cigarette, drew in tight and hard on the butt. He tossed the lighter

back on his desk, it bounced off a couple of photos. Pictures of a fat, dead and skinned

man. The corpse had a name: Eddie Jacobs. Age: 39. Residence: 385 Roseland Drive,

Phoenix, Arizona. His wife had reported him missing about twenty-six weeks ago. He was

found ten days ago in Elmont Park by some kids playing Frisbee. Single shot to the head.

(9mm Lugar. Barrel had to be kissing the temple.) His torso and back were skinned. M.E.’s

report suggested that those skinned areas had recently been tattooed, and most exuberantly,

as far as Dr. Thomas was concerned. Eddies’s wife swears he didn’t have any tattoos. The

couple had five kids. Safe bet she knew her husband’s flesh. Eddie used to sell cars at

Peabody Dodge. He was a good salesman. Best in the southwest region, four years in a

row.

Martin hit the butt again. Let the cigarette dangle from his lips.

He studied the photos and M.E.’s reports on Elyana Stevens. 27. Working mother,

divorced. Blonde, athletic; played third base for the Blue Angels. A local women’s softball

team. She had also been French-kissed by the same 9mm Lugar. She too had been skinned;

legs, torso, back and buttocks. Strong indications that those areas had been recently

tattooed. Her four year old son doesn’t remember Mommy having any tats. Neither does

anyone else she knew.

Martin took the cigarette from his lips, set it in the ashtray. He glanced at all the

photos and reports on his desk. Seven bodies in all. Kissed by the same Luger, tattooed and

skinned. That’s where their connections ended. There were seventeen tattoo parlors in

Phoenix. He had talked to over twenty tattoo artists, and twice as many “canvases," that is,

people who have (wear) tattoos. Martin couldn’t really get a grip on the scene. A lot of the

art was indeed fascinating to behold, but it was permanent. Always, you wore it everywhere,
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doing everything. Never fade away. Martin didn’t like that. He had learned something from

an elderly canvas. In Japan, people have clauses in their wills to be skinned when they die.

And their families honor their request. The tattooed skin is well cared for, and sometimes

sold, if the family has come upon hard times.

Martin softly shook his head, pressed the butt out. Some cultures, strange.

He wondered if that was what he was dealing with on this case. Was somebody

selling the skinned art? This was his project for the now; dive into the art scene.

Martin rubbed his eyes, yawned. He looked around the office, watched his co-

workers varied movements: languid, quick, determined, angry, tired.

Why die he get into law enforcement?

Martin stood up, pulled his coat off his chair. Started walking. He left his desk in

disarray. No one would notice.

***

Phoenix wasn’t that strange when it came to art. The galleries were common fare;

their curators all looked down on tattoos. Fine art for the military, prison inmate and drug

addicts. Martin began to believe that Asia was the only region that fostered any respect for

the art form. Well, maybe L.A.

It took Martin a few days to get on the underground track. Violent, sexual, fearless

and blatant. Interesting patrons, good information but no solid leads. In fact, Martin felt that

he may have given some people a new religion; one punk formulated that  you could always

get a lot of little tats, skin and frame them, kinda make a collage. That’d be cool.

***

Martin thumbed through voluminous copies of Interview, BAM, Rocket, Pump,

Capture, and about a dozen other L.A. and N.Y.C. based art and trade periodicals.

Checking for new, avant-garde artist. Who’s making waves, or the new flavor of the month.

He might have to do some traveling. Art shows in Cincinnati and Miami really have the

locals up in arms. Something new was happening in Seattle. Nothing to do with tattoos, but
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all kinds of people gravitate to view the controversial. Just to get a taste of it. Martin could

meet someone intriguing.

A manila folder was slapped down hard on Martin’s desk, its contents loosely

spilled out. Martin looked up from the magazine and into the ice green eyes of Peter Bines.

Racist. With a badge and a gun.

“Got ‘nother one for ya, Super Nigger.”  Bines was stern and tight-lipped.

“Learnin’ anything from those prissy magazines. Ain’t filled with nuthin’ but freaks and

faggots! Artist... shit.”

Martin stared into the hard green orbs of Bines. Thought about putting a bullet right

between them.

“Ya know, we can handle a case like this. Don’t need no federal help. Especially not

from some affirmative action monkey.”

This whole district seems to have a problem with race. Did you know you were

under investigation for racism? I’m gonna personally behead you in court. Martin thought

with a smile. He then said firm and clean, keeping his nerves in check. “Get the fuck outta

my face.”

Bines sighed, smiled as he adjusted his hat, gun belt. Posture.

“Do your job, boy.  Do it right -- then get the fuck outta our town. I’m tired of

lookin’ at you.”

“Then commit suicide -- BOY!” Martin shouted at Bines, surprising himself as

well as everyone else in earshot.

The office was cold. All movement ceased. The looks could’ve melted steel. Anger

so hot it blistered the soul. Could almost bring tears to your eyes.

Bines, still smiling softly, gently spun on his heels, slowly walked away. He didn’t

seem to have any outward support. He didn’t get a high five from anyone. Neither did

Martin.

The staff returned to its alive and aware self as Bines left the office.
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Martin sighed, his stomach tight and surging. He knew what he had been walking

into -- he just couldn’t believe they were so damn smug about it. Martin has been on staff

for six months; he was implanted as a lightning rod. He has drawn the fire. He has

documented numerous incidents of abuse. Why is it taking so long for indictments to be

served? How high up does this shit run?

Fuck Bines. Fuck ‘em all. Focus. This job. Your job. Your true speciality. Finding

murderers who get too damn happy.

Martin lit a cigarette, drew in tight and hard on the butt.

He attempted to open the folder -- it was sticky. He pulled it open and saw that shit

had been sandwiched within the folder.

He looked away, scanned the room. No one acknowledged his discontent.

Deep breath.... He looked back down at the shit smeared folder.

A single sheet of paper glued to the folder courtesy the wet turd lump read:

 8:45AM Noreland park. U45 on scene. NM. DOS. Tattoo.

Martin collected his gear. Tossed the shitty folder in the trash can, and stormed out

of the office.

***

The sun blasted the color out of the day, washing the landscape in bright white.

Despite the luminance, the heat was not oppressive. Smooth industrial hip-hop in the

background. Crews were showing off their cars in the park across the street. Low riders of

every style imaginable, fitted with hydraulic front and rear suspension lifts, bright paint jobs

and ultra thin tires. On any other day, Martin would joined the crowd and reveled in their

auto passion. Not today.

Martin called a uniform over as he pulled out his shield.

“They got a permit?” Martin asked, nodding across the street at the brightly

decorated festival.
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“Yes sir. They have a permit. It’s some Latin holiday, some saint,  I dunno. Hey,

they’re the ones who called it in. Some of their kids found the body. They also asked us to

put up a tarp, so our work wouldn’t disturb their celebration.” The officer gave Martin a

look that suggested we were crazy for honoring their request.

Martin pursed his lips, patted the officer on the back. He proceed to the body.

The tech unit had erected a tall, large blue tarp about the perimeter. Martin nodded at

the uniform guarding the door. He pulled the tarp aside, Martin slipped inside. Across the

street, the beat blended into disco-house style. He noted that several of the crime scene

investigators began tapping their feet. Martin couldn’t help grooving himself.

“I’ve never worked under these conditions.” Dimitri Madres said. “The music, I

like, but listening to it now, like this... fuckin’ weird.”

“I hear ya,” replied Martin. “So what have we got?”

Dimitri led Martin over to the cacti patch. Martin heard cars rushing along the

freeway, just a few feet beyond the tarp.

“This is a tough call, but we figure the killer dumped the body out of the car. Then

simply kept rolling. Going east.” Dimitri said with a light smile.

Martin returned the smile as he knelt to examine the nude body; a young male of

slight build. Martin reasoned the dead man’s age at about nineteen or twenty. Aside from

some severe abrasions and obviously broken bones, the cause of death appeared to be a

single bullet hole in the side of the dead man’s head. It looked like a 9mm signature to

Martin.

“Obviously dumped on a roll,” Dimitri said. He pointed southward. “The car had

to be travelling about thirty-five to forty miles an hour. You can see where the body first hit

the road, then tumbled and came to a rest here. Oddly enough, the body was found face up.

Let me help you turn ‘em over.”

Martin and Dimitri gently rolled the corpse. The tattoo was outlined in dark ink. It

was a jungle waterfall scene. The water appeared at the tip of the right shoulder the abruptly
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dropped straight down the spine, exploding into the wading pool at the top of the buttocks,

then streamed down the left cheek and faded off into the left rear thigh. The tattoo was

painted in spots; flowers and birds of vivid, brilliant colors.  The work looked fine to Martin,

but then he wasn’t the artist. Obviously, the artist wasn’t happy with it, or else the work

wouldn’t have been thrown away.

“Detectives, I think we got an ID,” said the rookie investigator. She held a

PalmPilot, knelt down to be at eye level with Dimitri and Martin. “We scanned the

fingerprints then ran them through the files. David Meeks was reported missing three

months ago. He is twenty-four, and suffers from slight mental retardation. This is the last

photo of him.” Detective Palmer handed Martin the PalmPilot.

Martin took the slender device, he stared at the black and white image of a smiling

David getting his black hair cut. “Let’s turn him back over,” said Martin.

Palmer and Dimitri rolled the body back over. Martin nodded. “This is David.” He

said softly.

Palmer stood up. “His mother had sent him to the store to get groceries. It was a

daily task that David had done for years. That was the last she saw of him.”

Martin handed the PalmPilot to Dimitri. He impassively stared at the image. Then

handed the device back to Palmer. Martin stooped down and rolled David’s corpse onto it’s

right side.

“So, it took about three months to produce that tattoo.” Martin said to no one in

particular. Palmer and Dimitri looked over Martin’s shoulder at the incomplete waterfall.

“Fuckin’ awesome.” Dimitri said.

The music from the park slide into psycho-dub-trance; a wicked remix of Disco

Inferno.

Martin stood up and looked down on the tattooed corpse. He thought about the

racist Peter Bines. He wondered why the wrong people were always being taken out.

***
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Martin walked into Live Studio, a tattoo shop in South Phoenix. Seven people waited

in the tight lobby. Three wooden chair were taken by pretty young girls. (Two rockers,

while the third girl worked the cheerleader / teen queen facade.) Two young men (gay?), and

two older women stood and looked at the hundreds of flash designs that littered the ceder

wood walls. Martin passed the cheerleader as he approached the counter. Blond, petitte, tiny

perky tits, he couldn’t understand why she’d want to disfigure such lovely flesh. The first

pure and sweetest of arts.

Three artists (Pat, Zoo, and Tonk) worked the ink into flesh. They all made eye

contact with Martin, each acknowledged him with either a slight nod or wink. He had talked

to all of them at one time or another during this investigation. No one seemed nervous

around him anymore. He leaned on the hardwood railing and watched Pat Simms put an

Iron Cross on a young skinhead’s beefy bicep. The boy gave Martin his hardest stare.

“Got a problem -- Black Man?” The skinhead sneered at Martin.

Martin met the kid’s stare. It was beautiful to see that shit in youth. Fucking lovely.

“Yeah, I got a million fuckin’ issues, child.” Martin cut the kid’s response as he

straightened up and opened his jacket, deftly exposing the holstered weapon strapped across

his chest and the badge hooked over his belt. Martin turned to the artist.

“How you doin’, Pat?” Martin pulled out a cigarette and offered Pat one.

“Same-ol-same-ol.” Pat replied as he took the smoke. The fingers of his rubber

gloves were stained black. Martin lit Pat’s cigarette as James Brown pumped through the

Infinitiy speakers tucked high in the four corners of the lobby.

“All art has a style, think you can I.D. one for me?” asked Martin. He pulled a

photo from his coat pocket. The picture didn’t suggest a corpse or even a body. The lab

crew had cropped the shot to display just the waterfall scene, and adjusted the flesh tone to

egg shell white. He held the photo for Pat to see, the skinhead also got an eyeful.

“Doesn’t look familiar but its fuckin’ good work. Damn good!” said Pat. He

looked over his shoulder. “Yo Tonk. Get a look at this.”
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Martin walked over to Tonk. The small, wiry Mexican looked up from his project

(tagging Felix the Cat with his bag of tricks onto the left hip of a tall, slender redhead

wearing an undersized string bikini) and stared at the photo.

“Fuckin’ tough. Who did it?” asked Tonk.

Martin smiled. “I was hoping you could tell me.”

“Sorry man.”

Martin eased over to Zoo. A skinny blond with silver hair. She believed in enhanced

beauty through metal. Her face and ears were pierced and plugged with varied metal objects

of all sizes and shapes. Rings on each finger and toe. A thick silver necklace that punched

through a large amber crystal that entombed a scorpion like variety.

“How you doin’, Zoo?”

“Everything’s cool,” she replied. She paused from her work (slender white male

with an animalistic maw erupting from his chest), to look at the photo.

She quickly shook her head. “Don’t know who could have done that. Love the

colors. Is that really a tattoo?”

“Yep.”

“Maybe Shel can help you.” Pat said. He captured Martin’s eye, then pointed

toward the back wall. “We got a small space in back. Shel is doing a special. Knock on the

door over there.”

“Thanks.” Martin gave Zoo a curt nod and smile, then walked out of her diminutive

workspace.

“Watch the chain.” Pat said as Martin approached the shallow hallway. Martin

looked down, about knee level and noticed the thin brass ringed links stretched across the

thin opening.

“Thank you, Pat.” He stepped over the chain and into the shadowy niche. Once out

of sight, Martin heard the whispers. People knew he was the detective searching for a freak.

A freak with a passion for tatts. It seemed to make patrons fo the scene uncomfortable; yet
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they were eager to help. For as Martin often made the point (stressed it emphactically), what

if the guy gets tired of doing the tatts himself, and decides to go hunting for finished art?

No one wants to be skinned. Like an animal.

Martin heard voices on the other side of the door. He knocked on the door.

“C’mon.”

Martin walked into the bright lit studio. Like the rest of the shop, it was tight for

space. All the supplies were kept here. It was well ventilated. There were a great many

mirrors in the room, placed at all odd angels. It made for a dizzing concept of interior space.

Two people were in the room. The artist stood over a prone male body. The body was

laying face down on a well padded hospital gurney. The body wore black shorts and old

sandels. Martin edged closer.

“How you doin’ mate?” asked Shel. He was tall and thin, shoulder length ash-gray

hair. Six earrings in his left ear. His arms were solid with colors, original skin tone replaced

long ago.

“Good, Shel. I’m detective Martin Cole. I working on....”

“Yeah, I heard about it! You chasin’ a guy who kills people then strips their tatts

off:”

“In a nutshell, yes. What are you doing?”

She smiled, proud of his work. Martin stepped in close. The tattoo covered the

man’s back. Splotchy sky blue background dotted with fluffy white clouds, hosted the

mortal battle of a red dragon against a winged black panther. The blood of the combatants

stained the sky.

“Detective Cole meet Chris.” Shel pointed to the prone man.

“Hi,” said Chris as he turned back to look at Martin.

“Hello Chris.” Martin looked at Shel. “Nice work, Shel. How long has this taken

and how long before you’re finished?”
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“Mr. Quiz, eh. O.K. mate. It took one four hour session just to outline the scene.

I’m doin’ some detailin’ now, and I’ll start colorin’ soon. I figure, about three maybe four,

three hour sessions.” Shel shrugged his shoulders.

“Chris, how do you feel? I mean, what goes on in your head while he’s working on

your back?” asked Martin. He stepped to the head of the gurney.

“Well, me and Shel do a lot of talking. I can see him work. Check out the mirrors.”

Chris nodded at the walls. Martin knelt down. Large sheets of glass pitched and twisted at

odd angles, allowing Chris and Martin a clear view of Chris’ back.

“So you guys just bullshit as Shel gets artistic. Hmmmm” Martin stood up. He

looked Chris over. His legs and arm were covered with tatts.

“Is your stomach and chest printed?” Martin asked.

“Not yet, but I got time.”

Martin nodded. Thought about the cigarette he left in the lobby ashtray. He wanted

to light another. He beat down the urge. He pulled the photo out of his pocket and showed it

to Shel.

“Whoa! That’s some work, mate.”

“Can you tell me who did it?”

Shel studied the photo. Slowly began to shake his head. “No, I can’t. I don’t know

anyone that works like this. This is ol’ school. You know, about twenty different sized

needles and that thin, hard ink. That tatt wasn’t done with one of these guns.” Shel handed

a tattoo gun to Martin. The gun was small and fit comfortably in his palm. Its needles were

tiny and numerous. It made a soft, dull drone like an electric shaver. He handed the gun

back to Shel.

Martin exhaled slowly then asked, “So, this style is alien to the scene?”

“Western culture, most definately. I can’t even guarantee that its still practiced

much over in the Orient. It takes to damn long. Very tedious. You’ve got a serious artist on
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your hands. If he worked every day, ten plus hours a day, that outline alone would take, oh,

at least seven, eight weeks. I could do it in about three, four hour sessions.”

“Why do you always clock it like that? Three, four hour sessions.”

“Because most people can’t take much more. They process can be uncomfortable.

Mind you, I didn’t say painful. Although, it does have its moments. But hey...” Shel smiled

and lightly shurgged his shoulders.

“Yeah, it kinda gets tough when the coloring begins,” said Chris.

Martin showed Chris the waterfall photo.

“Awesome. What a tatt. Incredible.” Chris studied the photo, ran his fingers over

the picture. “I tell ya, this looks a lot like Peabo,” he said at length, very softly.

“Who? asked Martin and Shel in unison.

“Peabo. He’s an Haitian artist. About seventy years old now. Modern

impressionist. He hit the scene around nineteen forty-six. He’s quite well known.” Chris

was more sure of himself as the studied the waterfall; specifically the technique of swirling

water.

“So you’re saying this looks like the style of a famous artist? Actual oil and canvas

kinda guy? You say he’d be about seventy? Is he still alive?”

“Yes to all of the above,” replied Chris. “I teach art at Saddleback Community

College. Come by anytime during the week. I’ll educate you on Peabo. We’ll talk tattoo art,

it has a rich history, you know. Ask for Chris Syned. Room A-three-eighteen. Oh, I’ve

never heard of Peabo every taking up tattoo art.” He handed the photo back to Martin.

Martin wrote Chris’ name and school room number on the back of the photo.

“Thank you, you both have been tremendous help. Chris, I’ll see you tomorrow.

Gentleman, good night.”

“Same to you too, mate.” Shel said as he slipped on a pair of rubber gloves.

“I’ll be waiting for you then. I should be free around one. I have two morning

classes, then I’m clear.”
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“Count on me,” replied Martin. He walked out of the door.

Martin stepped out of the shadowed hall, over the brass chain. Live and Let Die

echoed through Live Studio.

“Any help?” asked Pat. The skinhead was gone, replaced by the lithe blond

cheerleader. Pat rubbed salve over a small area on her virgin right hip.

“Yeah, big help. I keep learning. Going back to school tomorrow.” Martin

extended his hand, Pat shook it. He pulled Martin close.

“Thanks for not slapping that kid around earlier. He’s not affiliated or anything.

He’s trying to work some hard image. It’s all bullshit. I’ve seen him hang with the brothers

at the corner store.”

“Its cool. Don’t sweat it. I felt as much. Just a show for the girls. Speaking of

which, what does the little blond hotty want?”

Pat smiled. “A dollar sign.”

“I’m in love.” Martin replied. “I’m outta here. Take care, Pat.

“You too, and good luck. Hope you catch ‘em.”

“I will.”

Martin walked out of the shop. The night air was warm and dry. It felt good.

***

One can learn a lot in school. Especially when the teacher is passionate about the

subject, and the student is willing to learn.

Chris and Martin, to their amazement, discovered the waterfall tattoo was an exactly

like the Peabo’s impressions. Peabo had twice worked the piece. Once in colored charcoal

on wood (1944), and again in watercolor (1953).

***

Martin checked into Peabo. Haitian national. He owned property in New York, Los

Angeles, and a little spot in the desert, north of Phoenix.
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Martin drove to Peabo’s house in Sunnyvale. Beautiful homes, gracious rock

gardens, imported eucalyptus trees line clean sidewalks, affluent tastes of spiny framed

socialites sated with manicured pets.

He pulled into Peabo’s driveway. Parked and got out of the Ford Taurus. He

scanned the neighborhood. All quiet on the eminance front. One could easily get away with

murder here. Hell, one can get away with murder anywhere. Martin knew that all too well.

He knocked on the front door. No answer. He knocked again. Martin didn’t see a

button or device for a doorbell, so he knocked again, much harder this time.

No answer. Two-fifteen in the afternoon. Bright, warm day. Martin sighed and

scratched his chest. Then he pulled out a tiny, thin wire and worked the lock on the front

door. A moment later, he walked inside.

The house was cool, almost cold. It was clean, well lighted via the high glass ceiling

in the living room, and sparsely furnished. The place was perfect for a party or a wake.

Martin quitely drifted around taking in the paintings, sculptures, tapestries and painted

china, as though he were in a museum. He didn’t know how much of the art, if any, was

Peabo’s. He felt confident that this was his man. Before Phoenix, Martin had encountered

four similar cases. Those incidents happened in Utah and Colorado, over six years ago. He

had cross referenced the tattoo designs etched on the corpses found in those other states,

against Peabo’s known works. The tattoos matched Peabo’s work. He seemed to be

reinventing his art. When had he come to believe that flesh was the best medium for his art?

Why did he have to kill his canvases?

Martin’s latex gloved hand opened the refrigerator door. Contents were neat and

orderly. Dated food and unspoiled leftovers indicated that someone was staying at the

home.

Martin heard a muffled gunshot. Just one report. (One shot to the temple. One lead

kiss.) Martin pulled out his gun, a Colt .45. A classic; strong and true. Direct and lethal as
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the Lord’s will. It felt good in Martin’s hand. He paced slowly toward the door. He quietly

and smoothly opened the door wide in one motion.

Coltrane’s ‘Round Mindnight’ wafted through the cool, darkened space.

Peabo had his back to Martin. Peabo stood under a large studio light. (The garage

was dark and roomy, it look like Peabo was standing beneath a short street lamp.) Peabo

was not alone in the cone of light, a body laid still on a wooden workbench before him. The

arms and legs of the lifeless body were stiffly tied to the legs of the workbench. Martin

could see that there was nerve splitting stress on the victim’s skin. Flesh so taut, it would

split if the victim sneezed. A 9mm rested on the work bench at Peabo’s right. Peabo seemed

to studying his work.

Martin eased closer. The door softly closed. Martin smelled stale blood and fresh

blood and cordite and paint and the tinny taste of urine.

Peabo reached out, his old and stiff fingers pushed aside a multidue of stainless

steel needles; dirty with paint and blood, his old fingers gently found the tool they wanted. 

Peabo grabbed the straight razor.

“Put the razor down, Peabo. put it down ol’ man!”

Peabo turned around. His eyes were old and under a lot of strain. He couldn’t see

Martin.

“I said, put ... the ... razor ... down. Stay still and don’t make me shoot you.”

Peabo stood still. Razor in hand. He was squinting, using his free hand to sheild the

harsh light from his eyes. “What is this?” The old man said softly.

Martin came into the light. About three feet from the old man. Gun out and pointed

at Peabo’s small, tense chest.

“FBI. You’re under arrest.”

Peabo saw Martin as Martin approached the studio light’s halo. Peabo saw

Martin’s gun and badge. He understood. He sighed, lowered the razor. He stared at Martin,
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not angrily, nor with a hint of guilty, but sad that he was’t going to be able to finish the

work.

“Put the razor down, please.” Martin didn’t get any closer to Peabo, and he kept

the gun pointed at his chest. Out of the corner of his eye, he saw blood trickle from the

bullet hole onthe left of the victim’s head. The right side of his head was splashed on the

bench and was dripping onto the concrete floor.

Peabo just stood there. He looked at the victim’s back. His art. Peabo looked back

to Martin. His eyes pleaded to be allowed to finish.

“I must remove the piece. This one is good. It is complete.”

“For the last time, put the blade DOWN!”

Peabo started to cry. In time, the razor slipped from his fingers and fell to the floor.

***

Martin had six weeks of vacation on the books. He decided to cash the full ticket.

Peabo had already exhibited fifteen pieces of the skinned tattoos prior to his arrest.

Distance F, a New York gallery has the work. A court order keeps the gallery from publicly

display the art. The order is being fought in court. (Conversely, the the court has never

threatened to seize the art for evidence. The art was given to investigators for DNA coding

and a number of other evidentiary analysis, and then promptly returned to the gallery.

Reason: the gallery’s facilities were better equipped to care for the art.) Currently, the

gallery is complying with the order. (Yet the gallery is displaying prints of the skinned

tattoo art.) The Who’s Who in art are screaming cencorship. (Have they forgotten, or does

it even matter to them how the art was produced?)

The families of the victims, once it was determined who the flesh (art) belonged to,

wanted nothing to do with the skins. Although on family is suing the gallery for back

revenue generated from the exhibit. (As well as monies generated from any merchandise, ie:

printed posters, calenders, screen savers, wall paper, mouse pads, stickers, postcards, stamps,

glassware, printed fabric.) Other families are following suit.
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Yet none of this matters to Martin. He is on vacation. Fishing off the coast of

Seward, Alaska.

END


